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No matter what industry or vertical you’re in, 

there is one inevitable marketing truth we can 

all agree upon: 

Personalized offerings convert better. 

Countless studies regarding personalization 

in marketing reinforce that fact. According 

to Smart Insights (1), 48% of consumers spend 

more when their experience with a brand is 

personalized. 

On the flip side, even more people — a 

staggering 74% — become frustrated when 

content has nothing to do with them or their 

interests. Doubling down in email marketing  

is something that many eCommerce stores  

are doing right now. 

But if you seriously want to squeeze every 

drop of income and other value (like customer 

loyalty, brand awareness, etc.) out of your list, 

you need to take your personalization beyond 

using a contact’s first name. 

So how can you... 

•  Personalize your email content beyond  

the first name?

•  Improve your open-rates and click- 

through-rates via better personalization?

•  Increase sales and revenue through your 

campaigns and automations?

•  Send emails to the right people and  

help keep your Sender Reputation in  

good standing? 

Simple: Start with your segmentation. 

There are many ways to do list segmentation 

but they all do at least two important things: 

1.  They help you personalize your content  

on a near 1-to-1 basis

2.  They can help uncover new areas of growth, 

customer interest, and opportunity

This eBook gathers together our personal 

eCommerce expertise and that of the 

thousands of successful Sendlane eCommerce 

clients to show you a dozen, highly effective 

segmentation strategies you can implement and 

benefit from… today!

Introduction
Send The Right Message To The Right Person  
At The Right Time With These 12 Segments
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Demographic and location segmentation is pretty much exactly what it sounds like. Depending on the 

information given you can divide your contact list into smaller groups based on geographic areas or 

information about themselves.  

There are many ways to do this. 

You can divide the list by country, state, city, zip code or base it around demographics like age, 

gender/identification, income and occupation. And you’d want to do this for some important reasons 

you may not have considered for your email marketing.  

Segmentation gives you the ability to find patterns within your list that would be hard to spot 

otherwise and to personalize content to your subscribers. 

This particular segmentation strategy can help you to send these types of emails:  

•  Location-based content

  For instance, let’s say you sell funny 

t-shirts and since you split your list by 

location, you find that a vast majority of 

your subscribers live in Oregon. An email 

you might send around football season 

only to this part of your list could inquire if 

they’re a Ducks or Beavers fan. You’ll likely 

get quite a lot of engagement since the 

topic is personalized to the location of your 

subscribers. Plus, you’d find an opportunity 

for a new product and new interest.

Demographics & Location
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•  Better timed emails

  If half your list lives on the East Coast and the other half lives on the West Coast, then sending 

your list out all at once could mean some people getting emails way too early in the morning to be 

effective. Sorting your list by location can help you send emails that are better suited for various 

time zones.

•  Age or birthday data  
for personalized emails

  Collecting this type of information can 

be difficult, however, many find success 

in gaining this data through a loyalty or 

rewards program where people are more 

willing to give out this sort of information. 

Knowing a birthday or the age of something 

not only makes for a great and easy 

“birthday gift just for you” promo emails, 

but can also give you a sense of how many 

people in your audience fit into a particular 

age group.  

•  Geo-specific promos

  Not every email needs to go out to every 

person on your list, especially if the content 

curtails to only a specific part of the list. 

For instance, if you’re launching pop-up 

shops in North Carolina, people on your list 

outside of that area probably don’t need to 

know it. Having a list segment for only NC 

will increase engagement and awareness 

on that email and can improve your sender 

reputation since you’re sending more 

personalized and engaging content.  

Yes, even if it’s not to your entire list.   

Demographics & Location

Image Credit: reallygoodemails.com
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Segmented email campaigns, according to 

DMA, produced a 760% boost in email-driven 

revenue and segmenting your subscribers by 

the products they purchase is a powerful type 

of segmentation that you can automate for 

your products. 

The products people buy from your store gives 

you a lot of insights into who they are and what 

they’re interested in.

With a Product Purchase segmentation, you can 

start to bracket people into areas of interest based 

on the products they’ve purchased in the past. 

Turning this type of segment into sales isn’t  

as hard as you may think; it just takes a bit  

of creativity to connect the dots. 

Product Purchased

Image Credit: reallygoodemails.com
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Here are a couple of examples: 

•  Create a Product Cross-Sell segment

  If someone purchases the pants of a kid’s school uniform, then chances are they’re going to need 

the top too. So, it makes sense to create a segment with a set of conditions that bracket together the 

people who only bought the pants but not the tops. Why? Because then you can target these buyers 

with a targeted email cross-selling the tops. This makes it highly personalized while fulfilling a likely 

need for that person. And as a cherry on top, you just turned them into a repeat customer. 

•  Automated emails for  
products with a shelf life 

  For instance, if your eCommerce store sells 

hair products or coffee, those are likely to be 

used up within a month’s time. If you run a 

coffee eCommerce brand, you could segment 

by product or add various product-related 

tags to your ESP. That way, when a customer 

buys a specific type of coffee (i.e. Ethiopian 

coffee beans or Peruvian coffee beans) it 

would automatically add a product tag to 

their contact profile. You can also create 

segments for people who have specific tags 

added to them and trigger automations based 

on the tags to send personalized product refill 

reminders. There’s a lot you can do here. 

You can set it for all of your products, or bracket those products by interest and let your email 

marketing tool segment those for you on autopilot. 

Doing this, even on products and items you wouldn’t normally think would be popular, can give you 

valuable insights around interest for various products and further assist you. You may even begin to 

see patterns in the segments created that you can use to your advantage. 

Product Purchased
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Like the strategy above, this is also based on product purchase behavior. If people keep coming back 

to your store and ordering items from you, it would be safe to assume that they’re fans of your brand. 

Every industry is different as far as what they sell and how often people will order from them.

For instance, a furniture company may find they don’t have as many repeat customers versus  

a clothing company because furniture is generally a larger purchase with products that have a  

longer lifespan. 

But creating segments based on the number of orders a certain customer has made gives you a clear 

view of the relationship your brand is building with this person. 

People who purchase more often generally need less time to convert and tend to spend 300% more than 

first-time customers. Segmenting this way gives you a fantastic VIP customer list that you can target 

with better, more personalized emails — and that’s worth its weight in gold, almost quite literally.

Here are some suggestions for how to use this segmentation strategy:  

•  Create a one-time  
purchase segment

  After someone has finally converted into  

a customer, they’re more likely to buy 

again. The segment will help you identify 

those first-time/one-time buyers and gives 

you a list you can upsell various products 

to so you can increase the chances of a 

second purchase. 

  To make your segments work even better, 

you can then have automations set in 

place so that when someone is added to 

this segment, they will get a welcome email 

series that can promote other products 

along the way. 

Number of Orders
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•  Create multiple repeat customer segments

  After someone buys from you once, your goal is to get them to buy again. When they do, you 

should have another segment that they can move to. By creating segments for people who purchase 

2/3/4/5+ times from you, you’ll have growing, highly segmented lists that you can continue to target 

with better emails over time. There’s no rule for how many of these segments you should have. 

Start with the numbers that make sense for you and have those segments ready. Even if they’re 

never used, you have them set up to give you insights into your customer’s purchase behaviors. 

•  Create a VIP list segment  
with conditions

  What is a VIP list, exactly? It’s a list of 

your best customers, and you can create 

a segment of these based on the number 

of orders they’ve placed. The more they’ve 

purchased from you, the more likely they 

are to be a VIP for your brand. You can give 

this sort of segment some conditions to get 

very specific if you like. For instance, you 

could have the segment created to collect 

contacts who purchased from you 3 times 

in the past 12 months with an average 

order value of $50. This gives you a list of 

repeat customers who regularly spend that 

amount. Meaning, you can target them with 

orders around $50 and have less friction in 

getting a sale at that price. There’s a lot you 

can do here so give it a shot.  

Purchasing behavior is an essential aspect of 

email marketing. Segments that target these 

behaviors — like this one — can give you highly 

targeted lists within your contact lists that you 

can continually grow and harvest. 

Number of Orders

Image Credit: reallygoodemails.com
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Every eCommerce brand has customers with different sets of purchasing patterns. 

While the Number of Orders is one way to identify a pattern, the price attributed to those purchases is 

also important in helping you find customers willing to spend more. 

For instance, there may be some customers who order often and in any given year spend $300. On the 

other hand, you may have other customers who order fewer times but spend $1000+ each year. 

Sure, they’re not purchasing as often, but they are spending more than those who buy more 

regularly. That’s an important behavioral pattern to identify, and you can do that with segmentations 

based on the purchase price of their last order. 

There are couple ways you can set this up:  

•  Create basic  
segments based on price 

  You can usually set these parameters based 

on a “more than” or “less than” condition or 

within a specific range. It would be good to 

take a look at your product’s price points to 

give yourself an idea of the range you want 

to create. It could be from $10-$50, $50-$100, 

$500-$1,000 or any way that works for you.

Price of Last Order
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•  Create a more specific segment 
with purchase price and 
conditions

  After you’ve set conditions for a price  

point for their last order, you can add  

other parameters to the segment to  

create something more hyper-focused.  

For instance, you could create something 

like the example to the left. 

  Not only would you find customers in a 

certain price range, you would find ones 

who live in a specific area. In the example 

to the left, if you found a decent number 

of people who fit this category, you could 

arrange for sales and promos around events 

and holidays in Canada. Or at the very 

least, you can change the copy to these 

ones so that what you’re saying is more 

relatable to them.

Do some digging here. You’ll likely find a  

couple of good areas to start a segment to  

get the ball rolling. 

Price of Last Order
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While sorting contacts by specific product purchases give you a hyper targeted list you can send to, 

segmenting by Product Category gives you a broader view of customer interest. 

Why is this important? Good question. 

When you know that people have enough interest in a product to buy it, there’s an increased chance 

of them being interested in other products that are either in the same category or in categories that 

complement the one they bought. 

When you segment by category, you can create 

highly targeted cross-selling campaigns to a 

purchase ready audience. 

If you run an eCommerce store that sells bikes 

for the family, you could create segments based 

on purchases in the Adult Bikes and Kid Bikes 

categories. Then, for example, when someone 

purchases a bike for a child you could then 

create a campaign that cross-sells kid helmets 

and child-sized protective gear. This sort of 

thing personalized the offering based on the 

previous purchase AND builds on a parents 

desire to keep kids safe when riding their bikes 

When you’re able to get your message more 

personalized to your customers, and you’re being 

helpful by offering products tailored to them, not 

only are they more likely to engage with your 

emails, they’re also more likely to purchase. 

And that’s the ultimate goal of your eCommerce 

email marketing; it should drive revenue. 

Product Category

Image Credit: campaignmonitor.com
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Here are a couple of examples of the types of product category you can create:  

•  Basic product category 
segmentation

  You can create a segmentation for each of 

your product categories, and even though 

it will take some time to do this, I highly 

recommend the effort. Each eCommerce 

email marketing platform has a different 

way to create these, but this is typically  

how we create these segments in Sendlane.

 

•  Advanced product category 
segmentation with conditions 

  There may be certain times where you need 

a bit more flexibility in your segmentation to 

really dial it in for your brand’s audience. By 

adding And/Or conditions, you can create a 

more advanced, custom product category 

segmentation. If you take the example from 

above you can build on it, likeso. 

This mix might not be what you need, but there 

are plenty of other options that can give you 

the ability to create a powerful segment unique 

to your needs. 

Product Category
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In the past 6 months alone, 79% of people have used their phone to make a purchase online. With data 

like that, it’s easy to conclude that most of your customers are coming to your site through mobile. 

However, when you can gather data to give you a solid answer on this, you should. 

A segmentation based on the device people use to subscribe to your list gives you a clear cut view of 

the device type people most commonly use to sign up. But why do this? 

Good question. 

It’s important to know what your customers are using to interact and engage with your site. Once you 

understand what you’re dealing with, you will have better-informed marketing efforts moving forward. 

For example, if a lot of your customers sign up via a smartphone, then you may decide to double 

down on SMS marketing campaigns to boost traffic and conversions. Or you may see through Google 

analytics and your segmentation stats, that while most traffic comes through a smartphone, most 

sales happen on a desktop. 

The point is, this segmentation gives you data you can turn into action that powers your 

marketing forward. 

To do this segmentation, create a segment for every device type: 

• Mobile

• Desktop

• Tablet

Device Type
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In the backend of our email marketing platform, 

you can create this segment accordingly.

And since this is automated, you just let Sendlane 

take care of the rest. If I were going to build this 

for an eCommerce store, I’d use it in conjunction 

with another segmentation type to create a list 

of people that I could target with SMS.

By creating a segment that collects phone 

numbers and the device as mobile, you can 

create a list of mobile-centric users who are 

probably more likely to open an SMS message 

from you, which you can send through your 

email marketing platform. 

There are a lot of applications for segmenting by device. And like you see above, you can mix  

and match different segmenting types to create an advanced segment that fits into your goals. 

Device Type
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One of the best things about marketing automation is that it can track your existing and potential 

customers’ behaviors and movements. 

Imagine being able to track subscribers who have opened emails from you but haven’t visited your 

website in a few weeks. Then, on top of that, being able to target them specifically with a campaign 

that gets them clicking through and (hopefully) making a purchase.

If you’re monitoring and collecting the data of your subscribers correctly, then you should have the 

power to create segments built off your data.

Sendlane does this with our behavior tracking, Beacon — a built-in feature in Sendlane that tracks 

your entire customer journey. Tracking website activity gives you a lot of data that you can then use  

to segment your list.  

•  Segment based on their last 
purchase date and  
site activity

  One benefit of tracking site activity with 

an email marketing automation tool like 

Sendlane is that you can keep tabs on 

people who purchased something from your 

site but haven't purchased anything in the 

past 60 days. You want to keep these people 

engaged and leave an impression until 

they make a purchase and then keep them 

coming back. A segment that puts these 

people on a list gives you a chance to create 

more personalized and targeted campaigns. 

Here’s an example: 

Website Activity
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While they may sound similar, contact 

engagement is different from website 

engagement and it’s important to know  

the difference. 

Where website engagement focuses on tracking 

the behavior of customers as they interact with 

your website, contact engagement tracks the 

behavior of customers as they interact with 

your emails. 

You’re likely already tracking a lot of this  

in your metrics since contact engagements 

include things like email opens and clicks. 

Tracking the email activity of your subscribers 

can help you do quite a few things. For 

instance, you could create a segment that 

keeps track of those who haven’t opened and 

clicked your recent campaigns. 

This is a smart segment to create for your 

eCommerce brand because you could trigger a 

reactivation funnel for anyone who lands in that 

segment to win them back and get them buying 

from you again.  

Contact Engagement

Image Credit: campaignmonitor.com
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That’s not the only way to use the segment type so here are some examples of how to create them. 

 

•  Segment to track  
inactive subscribers

  Not everyone on your list is a customer. 

However, they were interested enough to join 

your email list and still have the potential 

to become a customer (and a great one at 

that). The basic flow for this segment would 

look like this: 

•  Segment to track customers 
who’ve become inactive

  This is a great way to keep track of people 

who have purchased from you, but for 

one reason or another, they haven’t been 

engaging with your emails. You can create 

a segment like this: 

Contact Engagement
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Lifetime Value or LTV is the metric many brands use to predict revenue and potential growth. Since 

email powers a lot of eCommerce revenue, the right email marketing tool can help you find the LTV  

of each customer. 

You will want to figure LTV out for more reasons than you might think. 

Two lesser-known reasons are for: 

 1. Finding your best customers, and 

 2. LTV generally collects all your customer data to give you revenue predictions

However, going a step deeper, we can look at customer LTV to figure out how much each individual 

customer is worth to your brand. This is really important. 

Why? 

Because not everyone on your email list is going to be a great customer, that’s just the name of the game. 

With this segmentation strategy, though, you can find your customers with a high LTV and identity 

sub-groups of customers where you can improve LTV too. 

For instance, let’s say that based on industry benchmarks for your eCommerce store, you conclude your 

best customers have an LTV of $275. So you focus most of your efforts on customers who hit that mark. 

However, using the segment strategy we show you below, you create a segment for a lower LTV and 

realize that you have a lot more customers who sit at an LTV of $125. Once your data reveals this to 

you, you can now target these customers with more personalized campaigns that aim to move them 

up to the higher LTV bracket. 

If you hadn’t set that up, you never would have found that pattern in your customer data. 

Customer Lifetime Value
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Those segments would look something like this:  

•  Segment customers  
with high LTV

  This will automatically help you find 

customers who regularly support your 

brand. You have complete flexibility to  

set the LTV amount to make it fit for your 

brand. The basic flow would look like this: 

•  Segment customers  
with a lower LTV

  Finding customers with a lower LTV still 

has its benefits. After all, these people are 

already your customers. Past customers 

are easier to convert into repeat customers 

and spend 300% more money on average 

than new customers. Finding your paying 

customers, even with a lower LTV, gives you 

a chance to section them off and target 

them with campaigns aimed at increasing 

that LTV. The flow of this isn’t all that 

different from the one above.

Customer Lifetime Value
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Do you know the people on your list who  

spend the most money with you every year? 

How many of them spend more than $500, 

$250, and $100? How many of them spend  

less than $100? 

My guess is, off the top of your head, coming 

up with a solid number close to the truth would 

be difficult to guess correctly.

Imagine being able to segment a list that 

collects together your best, highest paying 

customers into one place. Or finding the 

customers who spent less and then targeting 

them with personalized campaigns to increase 

their total revenue spent in a year.

On top of that, you could see what they 

purchased and when. Sounds pretty great, right?

That is exactly what you can accomplish  

with an automated segmentation based on  

total revenue per customer. 

Total Revenue

Image Credit: reallygoodemails.com
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•  Segment customers  
based on spending tiers

  This segment is helpful for spotting trends 

in your customers’ purchasing behaviors. 

You can create a few of these segments 

to bracket together customers in as many 

spending tiers as you see fit. 

•  Segment customers  
based on how much they’ve 
spent and since when 

  You can create these for each new year 

or even quarters. This can help you see 

spending trends and help you have a 

segment of current, active customers who 

are most likely to buy from you again 

sooner rather than later. You could build 

those segments like this: 

Total Revenue
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Like LTV, Average Order Value (AOV) is an estimated number based on the total amount of money 

spent per purchase to come up with how much each customer spends on average. 

If someone asked, “what’s the average amount customers spend every time they buy from you?”, 

would you know the answer? Most of us have a guess that wouldn’t be too far from the truth. 

But when you segment by AOV, you wouldn’t need to just take a guess. You can pull up those numbers 

from your email marketing tool to have a solid number or to even group your audience into various 

tiers of AOV. 

The value of doing this is similar to LTV: To find great customers and to find ways to increase sales to 

current customers. 

Doing so means more money in and  

fewer resources going out. 

Creating an AOV segment is rather  

straight forward. 

Generally, I recommend creating 3 to start:

 • High AOV

 • Medium AOV

 • Low AOV 

The actual price point within the AOV will 

depend on the pricing of your products. But 

once you discover the AOV of these different 

tiers, you can move forward with various 

campaigns targeted to the goals you want  

to hit for each tier. 

Perhaps you want to increase the High AOV by 5% and the Low AOV by 15%. Whatever it is, once  

you know the numbers, hitting your goals is that much easier. 

Average Order Value
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No matter what product you sell, as a marketer, you are in the business of selling emotion. Did  

your head just lean to the side and “Huh?”, pop into your brain? 

It may sound odd, but this is fact. While humans are creatures with power of logic and reason,  

we rarely ever make choices based solely on logic (we’re not Vulcan).

That’s why people purchase their dream car that’s well above what they should be paying, and  

why you’ll shell out thousands of dollars for an amazing travel experience. 

Why do we do that? Because it feels good, it makes 

us happy. Emotions fuel purchasing behaviors.  

I use this as a lead up for this segmentation 

strategy because I want to drop this knowledge 

bomb for you as you wrap up the last part of 

this segmentation book. 

You are selling people an emotion. 

But doing this is very difficult through a digital 

landscape. It’s even more difficult if you don’t know 

jack-squat about the person you’re selling to.

However, the more you know the interests, the 

likes and dislikes of the people you’re building a 

relationship with, the easier you can tailor your 

messaging to appeal to them. 

The more you can do that, the easier it becomes 

to find the emotion behind that interest while 

further personalizing and selling even more. 

Their interests excite them, the things they like 

bring them joy. And personalizing content to 

their preferences shows you care which makes 

them feel at ease. 

Interests & Preferences

Image Credit: campaignmonitor.com
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All of that is emotion-based. 

That is why building segments about 

interests and personal preferences in  

your email marketing is so vital.

The way you’d build these types of segments is  

a bit different compared to the others listed out. 

Mostly because you need to spend some time 

creating the email tags you plan to use in your 

campaign. There’s some strategy here as you don’t 

want to have a mess of tags to contend with. 

You can create tags: 

 • Around best selling products 

 • Cased on Product Categories 

 • Gender related products

 •  Specific preferences or interests  

(ex. Keto vs. Pescatarian diet. Wine  

lover vs. beer making enthusiast)

This will look different for every brand. 

With the tags created, you can use them in your 

email campaigns. This is a vital part of using 

tags to personalize content. 

You can put the appropriate tag into an image 

or a link. Then, when someone clicks on that link 

in the email, they will have that tag added to 

their profile. 

Interests & Preferences

Image Credit: campaignmonitor.com
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By creating a segment around this tag, you’ll be able to bracket off your customers based on their 

proven interests and preferences so that you can send what feels like to them — highly personalized 

content that plucks at those heart strings.  

Building a segment around a tag is very easy. 

Just follow this flow. 

 

You can build segments that use any of the 

strategies above to find even more profitable 

customer groups. For instance, you could create 

this segment to find customers with a high AOV 

and a specific interest.

Tags for segments help you sort interest and 

further personalize your email marketing. It’s 

one of the most important pieces to the profit 

from personalization puzzle that elude so 

many. But now, you have a way to use it to 

your advantage.

Interests & Preferences
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Segmentation for the 
eCommerce Marketing Win

Every email marketing blog will tell you that you need to segment your list. 

That’s because it’s essential to the success of your email marketing strategy.

We know this because we’ve built multiple million dollar businesses with segments.  

And we’ve helped our customers build their business up with them too. 

The problem is there’s often a lot of talk about doing and very little showing the how. 

With this book, we wanted to give you:  

 • Valuable eCommerce segments 

 • Why those strategies are so vital, and 

 • How you can create those segments  

That way, you can fully grasp what you’re trying to do and be able to do it. 

We hope that you feel even more driven and confident in your ability to create these for your brand. 

Every single flow in this book works with our email marketing automation platform. If you want to jump 

right into taking these segments verbatim and quickly building them, then we want to help you out. 

Grab your free 14 day trial of Sendlane right here. No credit card needed. 

Thank you for downloading this ebook. We hope it helps you have an awesome marketing year, in this 

year and beyond!

Catch you next time, 

The Sendlane Marketing Team
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